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Optimisation



Perfectly competitive market



Demand in perfectly competitive market



Competitive firm Supply



Competitive Firm Supply



Exercise
Coconut Unlimited produces cocnuts using only one variable input - labor. It’s a perfectly 

competitve firm. Suppose that the fixed cost associated with production is F = 50: Let y
denote the total number of coconuts produced. The total variable costs and marginal 
cost associated with the production of y units of output is

(For your info, the firm has U-shaped average cost curves.)

1. Determine how much the firm will supply (in the short run) as a function of the price 
level (i.e. determine the supply function of this firm).

2. What is the price below which the firm does not supply any output in the short-run?



Exercise
Coconut Unlimited produces cocnuts using only one variable input - labor. It’s a perfectly 

competitve firm. Suppose that the fixed cost associated with production is F = 50: Let y
denote the total number of coconuts produced. The total variable costs and marginal 
cost associated with the production of y units of output is

3. Now suppose that the current market price is p = 21.
(a) How much will this firm choose to produce?
(b) How much profit it will make?



Short-run equilibrium for a Competitive Market



Exercise



Market Demand

Private goods (horizontal summation)

Non-rival goods and composite goods 
(vertical summation)



Short-run Profit and Zero Long-run Profit



Long-run Equilibrium for Perfectly 
Competitive Market: Constant Cost Case



Ricardian Rent: Non-Zero LR Profit

Ricardian rent is long-run profit earned by an owner of a ‘low-cost’ firm.



Long-run Equilibrium for Perfectly 
Competitive Market: Increasing Cost Case



Shape of Supply curve and Demand shift



Shape of Demand curve and Supply shift



Tax Incidence in LR: Constant Costs
Find LR Supply Curve and who covers the burden? 



Consumer and Producer Surplus



Consumer Surplus



Tax Incidence and Welfare (Deadweight) Loss



Demand Elasticity and Markup



Lerner Index and Market Power



Exercise
Suppose the Microeconomics Class has a graduation party but as a final 
test the students must show they have learned something about trade. 
The men are given food when they walk in and the women are given drink. 
Suppose they have identical preferences where food and drink provide 

utility:

Show The contract curve in the Edgeworth box
Explain when Exchange will be possible and show the core

Now assume that the Women have preferences represented as: 

Show the contract curve and the Core


